
 Spanko! Code of Conduct 
 Spanko! stand for an open, caring, and playful atmosphere. 
 An atmosphere where you can simply enjoy the energy and talk with lovely participants, but 
 also where you should have a low barrier to experience some play if you are open to it. 

 We can  ONLY  have this fantastic atmosphere because  we take care of each other. 

 During a Spanko! event, there will be a voluntary offer to participate in some spanking 
 games that all aim to provide an opportunity for meeting each other and certainly also to 
 have some fun spanking playing together. 
 After the spanking games, we usually open up for "Free Play". 

 What boundaries exist for any spanking play opportunities that Spanko! help facilitate: 

 -  Our spanking games are exclusively about our great passion,  Spanking. 
 -  It is about striking the bottom and the back of the thighs using agreed upon 

 implements. 

 ANY  other form of play must be clearly agreed upon  and is something that 
 happens outside of the spanking games or later in the evening during "Free Play". 

 What shall one  NOT  DO  during the spanking games: 
 -  Touching genitals is a no-go, no matter how nicely they present themselves. 
 -  If pants/underwear/clothes are to be pulled down or lifted, permission must first be asked 

 and then given. 
 -  Just because someone is spanking/being spanked, you cannot just join in without prior 

 agreement - check in, ask first. 
 -  The spanking games are part of the evening's warm-up. They are not meant for hitting 

 hard or being played aggressively. They are meant for you to have fun together and 
 make each other smile. 

 What shall one  DO  during the spanking games:: 
 -  The fewer times you have played with any Top/Bottom/Switch, the more slowly you 

 should both approach it. Check in with each other during and especially after your play. 
 -  Be respectful of each other. Recognize that it can be nerve-wrecking to give up your 

 control to another human being. Recognize that it can be the same to take control over 
 another human being. 

 -  Be open and seek feedback. For example, as a Top, check in with a Bottom by asking if 
 they are okay - doing that, does not end the play. 

 -  Be open and seek to give feedback. For example, as a Bottom, ask a Top to slow down if 
 it becomes too intense for you - doing that, does not end the play. 

 -  Are you unsure about something? Ask, it does not affect the quality of the play. 
 -  If you have difficulty expressing your boundaries or feel that your boundaries have been 

 crossed, please reach out to the Spanko! facilitator group. 
 We are always ready to help in a respectful and considerate manner. 

 Free Play: 
 -  Free play is free play - but EVERYTHING needs to happen with full consent from all 

 involved parties. Just like at any other normal Membership evening at SMil. 


